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1. Introduction

In this paper we construct a differential first order divergence-like operator on
a superspace endowed with an odd symplectic structure. This operator is applied
for constructing invariant differential objects in this superspace. In particular an
odd semidensity invariant under the transformations preserving the odd symplectic
structure of the superspace and the volume form is constructed in a geometrically
clear way.

The odd symplectic structure plays essential role in Lagrangian formulation of
the BRST formalism (Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism) [2]. In supermathematics it
is a natural counterpart of even symplectic structure [3,10]. On the other hand it
has some "odd" features which have no analogues in usual mathematics. Canonical
transformations preserving odd symplectic structure (non-degenerate odd Poisson
bracket) do not preserve any volume form. This fact, indeed, is the reason why
in the case of odd symplectic structure some invariant geometrical objects have no
natural homologues as it is for the even symplectic structure, for which the super-
constructions are rather straightforward generalizations of those for the symplectic
structures in usual spaces. We consider some examples.

In order to construct geometrical integration objects one needs to consider a
pair, the volume form and the odd symplectic structure. This pair is in fact the
geometrical background for the formulation of Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism (See
[2,5,13,7]). The so called A operator which plays essential role in this formalism
can be defined in the following way: its action on the function / is equal to the
divergence with respect to the given volume form (defined by the action of the
theory) of the Hamiltonian vector field, corresponding to the function / . It is a
second order differential operator. In the case of even symplectic structure there
exists the volume form which naturally corresponds to this structure, and A operator
is evidently equal to zero (Liouville Theorem). Even if the volume form is arbitrary,
one arrives at a first order differential operator [5].

The second example is the invariant volume form (density) which can be defined
on the Lagrangian supersurfaces embedded in the superspace endowed with an odd
symplectic structure and a volume form. It is nothing but the integrand for the
partition function in the space of fields and antifields in the BV formalism [13,7].

We focus on the third example, on the problem of finding an analogue of Poincare-
Cartan integral invariants for the odd symplectic structure. In usual mathematics
to the Poincare-Cartan integral invariant (invariant volume form on the embedded
surfaces) there corresponds the wedged power of a differential two-form which defines
the symplectic structure. In case of even symplectic structure in spite of the fact
that differential form has nothing in common with invariant integration objects, the
superdeterminant of the two-form induced on the embedded supersurface from the
two-form which defines the symplectic structure leads us to the Poincare-Cartan
invariant [8]. For the odd symplectic structure the situation is essentially different.
In [6] there was considered the problem of constructing of the invariant densities for
the superspace endowed with an odd symplectic structure.



Density is the object which defines a volume form on embedded (super)surfaces.-
If z = z(() is the local parametrization of a (super)surface then a density A is a
function of z((), | , ^ , . . . A = A (z((), ff, g§-(,..., £^) subject to the condi-
tion that under reparametrization C -» C(0» A -» A-sdet ( | | ) . A is a density of the
rank k if it depends on the tangent vectors of the order < k (i.e. on the derivatives
of the order < k). In usual mathematics densities are the natural generalization of
differential forms (if k = 1). In supermathematics even in the case of k = 1 this
object is of more importance, since differential forms in supermathematics are no
more integration objects [3,4,1,14].

In the case of symplectic structure in usual mathematics as well as in the case
of even symplectic structure invariant densities are exhausted by densities of the
rank k = 1 which correspond to Poincare-Cartan integral invariants [8]. This is not
the case for the odd symplectic structure. One can show that on (p.p)-dimensional
non-degenerate supersurfaces embedded in a superspace EnM which is endowed with
a volume form and an odd symplectic structure there are no invariant densities of
the rank k = 1 (except of the volume form itself), and in the class of densities
of the rank k — 2 and of the weight a (i.e. which are multiplied by the a-th
power of the superdeterminant of the reparametrization) there exists a unique (up
to multiplication by a constant) semidensity [a = | ) in the case of p = n — 1 [6]. In
fact, in [6] this semidensity was constructed in a non-explicit way in terms of dual
densities: If (n — \.n — l)-dimensional supersurface M is given by the equations
/ = 0, ip — 0, where / is even function and <p is an odd function then to this
semidensity there corresponds the function

(1-1)
which depends on the second derivatives (k = 2), is invariant under the transforma-
tions preserving the odd symplectic structure and the volume form, and is multiplied
by the square root of the corresponding Berezinian (superdeterminant) under the
transformation / —> af + aip, ip —> /3/ + hp, which does not change the supersurface
M. The semidensity (1.1) takes odd values. It is an exotic analogue of Poincare-
Cartan invariant: the corresponding density A2 = 0, so it cannot be integrated
nontrivially over supersurfaces.

The formula (1.1) was obtained in [6] by straightforward calculations. To clarify
its geometrical meaning in this paper a special geometrical object for odd symplectic
superspace is considered.

As it was mentioned above, to a symplectic structure in usual space there corre-
sponds a volume form (Liouville form):

dv = p(x)dx1...dx2n = Jdet(Q.ik)dx\..dx2n , (1.2)

where H = fl^dx' A dxk is the closed non-degenerated two-form which defines the



syniplectic structure.
The volume form (1.2) is preserved under canonical transformations (i.e., the trans-
formations preserving the two-form ft). If X = X'-£x is an arbitrary vector field
one can consider its divergence:

divX = ^ L = f l + x ^ . (L3)
av dx' dx' v '

In a symplectic space the canonical transformations preserve not only the volume
form (1.2) but also its projection on an arbitrary symplectic subspace. Moreover,
if L(z) is a projector-valued function such that ImL(z) is a symplectic subspace in
TZE then it is easy to see that to L{z) one can associate divergence-like invariant
operator whose action on an arbitrary vector field X is given by the expression

(Compare with (1.3) in case of L = id).
The formulae (1.2)—(1.4) have the straightforward generalization to the case of

even symplectic structure in superspace (by changing determinant to superdetermi-
nant and adding the powers of (—1) wherever necessary). It is not the case for the
odd symplectic structure, where there is no any invariant volume form related with
this structure.

Nevertheless, it turns out that the analogue of the formula (1.4) can be considered
for odd symplectic structure in a case where £ is a projector on (l.l)-dimensional
symplectic subspace and X is the odd vector field which belongs to this subspace
and is symplectoorthogonal to itself. In the next two sections we perform the corre-
sponding constructions which are essentially founded on the following remark. Let
E1-1 be (l.l)-dimensional odd symplectic superspace and (x,0) be Darboux coordi-
nates on it: {z,#} = 1, {#,£} = 0, where { , } is the odd Poisson bracket (Buttin
bracket) corresponding to this symplectic structure. Let >t be an odd vector field in
this superspace which is equal to ty(x,0)d/de in these Darboux coordinates. Then
this vector field has the same form and its divergence (di&(x,0)/dO) remains the
same in arbitrary Darboux coordinates, in spite of the fact that there is no invariant
volume form. (See Example 2.)

In the 4-th Section we consider a (n—l.n—l)-dimensional supersurface embedded
in an odd symplectic superspace En±n endowed with a volume form. The differential
operator described above can be naturally applied to the odd vector field which is
defined only at the points of this supersurface and is symplectoorthogonal to itself
and to this supersurface. In spite of the fact that this field is not defined on the whole
superspace one can define the invariant "truncated divergence" of this vector field.
The analogue of this construction for usual symplectic structure is trivial. On the
other hand this construction can be considered as an analogue of the corresponding
operator acting on the vector field which is defined in a Euclidean (Riemannian)



space at the points of embedded surface. But the essential difference is that the
group of transformations which preserve metrics in Euclidean (Riemannian) space
is exhausted by linear transformations (the linear part of transformation defines
uniquely all higher terms) and this is not true for symplectic case where the group
of canonical transformations is infinite-dimensional.

In the 5-th Section we apply our geometrical construction to obtain the for-
mula for odd semidensity (1.1) in a geometrically clear way: it turns out that on
(n — l.n — l)-dimensional supersurfaces embedded in a (n.rc)-dimensional odd sym-
plectic superspace endowed with a volume form one can define in a natural way the
odd semidensity whose values are odd vectors, symplectoorthogonal to itself and to
these supersurfaces. The "truncated divergence" of this vector-valued semidensity
is invariant semidensity (1.1).

It has to be noted that our formula for this semidensity is very similar to the
formula for the density corresponding to the mean curvature of hypersurfaces in the
Euclidean space. In the last Section to discuss this point we consider invariant oper-
ators in Riemannian geometry which can be treated as analogues of the geometrical
constructions of this paper.

2. Odd symplectic superspace

Let En-n be a superspace with coordinates zA = x 1 , . . . , ^ " , O1,...^"; p(x') =
O)P(^) = 1? where p is a parity. We say that this superspace is odd symplectic
superspace if it is endowed with odd symplectic structure, i.e., if an odd closed
non-degenerate 2-form

n = nAB{z)dzAdzB, (p(fi) = i, <zn = o) (2.1)

is defined on it [3,10].
To the differential form (2.1) on the superspace En-n one can relate a function

which at every point defines the following skewsymmetric (in a supersense) odd
bilinear form on tangent vectors:

(2 2)

More precisely, a point of superspace En'n is A-point- 2n-plet (a , . . . , a n ,Q 1 , . . . , a"),
where (a1 , . . . , a") are even and (a 1 , . . . , a") are odd elements of an arbitrary Grass-
mann algebra A. (We use the most general definition of superspace suggested by
A.S. Schwarz as the functor on the category of Grassmann algebras [12].)

In the coordinates:

nAB = -nBA(-i)A6 = n (J^, ^j , (P(nAB) = 1 + P(A) + P(B)). (2.3)



We use the notation " for the parity of corresponding object. X(s), Y(z), Z(z)
are the vector fields XA{z)^, YA(z)^, ZA{z)^, the left derivations of functions
on En-n.

(Differential form is usually considered as an element of an algebra generated by
zA and dzA, where the parity of dzA is opposite to the parity of zA. In this case
&AB = nBA(-l)iA+l)^+l) instead of (2.3). The slight difference is eliminated by
the transformation Q^B —> &AB( — 1)*')-

From (2.2, 2.3) it follows that

) i i M ( 2 . 4 )

In the same way as in the standard symplectic calculus one can relate to the odd
symplectic structure (2.1) the odd Poisson bracket (Buttin bracket) [3,10]:

where QAB = _n B ^(- l )^ + 1 X f i + I ) = {zA,zB} is the inverse matrix to ilAB :
ACiicB = si.

To a function / via (2.5) there corresponds the Hamiltonian vector field

a n d Vj{9) = {f,9h 0 (D / ,D 9 ) = - { / , 5 } . (2.6)

The condition of the closedness of the form (2.1) leads to the Jacoby identities:

permutations = 0. (2.7)

Using the analog of Darboux Theorem [11] one can consider the coordinates in
which the symplectic structure (2.1) and the corresponding Buttin bracket have the
canonical expressions. We call the coordinates wA=(x1,.. .,xn,01,...,6n) Darboux
coordinates if in these coordinates holds

0 - '"*•"*•'•• n {w-w) - "•n [w w) - "•a (w- w ) -*- •
(2.8)

respectively

= 0, {*,*} = 0, W) = ̂ , {/,,} = ± (gg, + (-1)^^) •
(2.9)

Now on the odd symplectic superspace En'n endowed with an odd symplectic
structure (2.1) we consider the following geometrical constructions: Let &(z) be an
odd non-degenerate vector field symplectoorthogonal to itself:

. (2.10)



(We call the vector non-degenerate if at least one of its components is not nilpotent.)
For example, to the even function / such that {/,/} = 0 there corresponds the

Hamiltonian vector field D/ defined by (2.6), subject to condition (2.10).
Let H{z) be a field of (l.l)-dimensional subspaces (Tl(z) € TE"n) which contain

the vector field 9(z) and the symplectic structure induced on these subspaces is not
degenerate. It means that there exists an even vector field H(z) such that

# ( z ) ,H(z )€ l I ( z ) and fi(H(z), ¥(z)) = 1. (2.11)

To this field of subspaces 11(2) there corresponds the symplectoorthogonal projector
ft(z) of the vectors in the tangent space on these subspaces:

ft: nx = o if ft(x,n) = o. (2.12)

In the coordinates {zA} to the projector ft there corresponds the matrix-valued
function

so

(2.13)
Later on we call (II(z), \P(z)) or equivalently (ft(.z), \P(z)) an odd normal pair if
*(z) and II(z) are defined by (2.10—2.12).

3.Divergence-like operator on odd normal pairs

In this section for an odd normal pair (H(z),9(z)) in an odd symplectic super-
space we construct a first-order divergence-like differential operator which transforms
it to a function on this superspace.

Let in a superspace E, X(z) and L(z) be a vector field and a linear operators
field respectively, defined on TZE. If {zA} are arbitrary coordinates then for the
pair (L, X) one can consider the function which depends on the coordinate system

Expression (3.1) is invariant under linear transformations of the coordinates {zA}.
In the general case if {wA} and {zA} are two different coordinate systems on E then
for the pair (£,X) we consider

T(L, X) J}
} = d(L, X ) « - d(L, X ) w . (3.2)

From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that

JJ T$B{z | M , {z})LB
A{z),



(In (3.3) the components of L and X are in the coordinates {zA}.)
From definition (3.2) of the r(Z.,X)j^} it follows that for three different coordinate
systems {wA}, {zA} and {uA} ,

= o. (3.4)

Let J- be a class of some coordinate systems such that for a given pair (L,X)

V{«,}, {«>}€/• r(Z,X){:>:=0. . (3.5)

Then to the class J- one can relate the first-order divergence-like differential operator
V:

Z?(i,X) = 5( i ) X)W + r (Z,X)^ )
}

) (3.6)

where {zA} are arbitrary coordinates on E and {wA} are arbitrary coordinates from
the class T. From (3.2, 3.5) it follows that the r.h.s. of (3.6) does not depend on
the choice of these coordinates.

Before going to the considerations for an odd symplectic superspace we consider
an example where we come to the standard definition of the divergence in superspace
using (3.1—3.6).

Example 1. Let £ be a superspace with a volume form dv which in coordinates
{wA} = {x\...,xn,6\...,0m} on E is equal to

dv = dx1... dxnd61 ...dOm. (3.7)

We define J- as a class of coordinate systems in which the volume form dv is
given by (3.7):

(£) (3.8)
(BerA is the superdeterminant of A.) It is easy to see that if L = id is identity
operator and X is an arbitrary vector field then in arbitrary coordinates {zA}

where {wA} are arbitrary coordinates from the class (3.8) and p(z)dz1... dzm+n

is the volume form (3.7) in the coordinates {zA} (p = Ber(dw/dz)). The condi-
tion (3.5) is fulfilled and we come to the standard definition of the divergence in
a superspace endowed with volume form. For the pair (id,X) and for class (3.8)
the operator D(id,X) is the divergence of the vector field X corresponding to the
volume form dv.

«0) ^ ^ = diVdvX. (3.10)

Now we return to the considerations of Section 2.



For the superspace En'n endowed with the odd symplectic structure we consider
a field (tl(z), ^t{z)), where {ti(z), *(-?)) is an odd normal pair in a vicinity of some
point. (See the end of the previous section.) We denote by To the class of Darboux
coordinates (2.8, 2.9) on E*'n and apply constructions (3.1—3.6) in this case.

Lemma. If (Tl(z),ty(z)) is an odd normal pair in EnM then

v W . W e ^ , r(n,*)|*j = o. (3.11)

Using the statement of the Lemma we consider the action of the operator Vcan

corresponding to the class Tu of Darboux coordinates by (3.6), on the odd normal
'pair (11(2),*(*)):

2Wn, *) = {^fi + 9Q(z)T$B(z |M, {z})j Ufa), (3.12)

where {wA} are arbitrary Darboux coordinates. From (3.6) and the Lemma follows
Theorem. For an odd normal pair (tl(z), *(«)), T>can(U, \P) is an invariant

geometrical object.
In particular if {wA} are arbitrary Darboux coordinates then

» (3.13)

does not depend on the choice of Darboux coordinates {wA}. Before proving the
Lemma we will consider

Example 2. Let Elml be a (l.l)-dimensional superspace endowed with odd sym-
plectic structure (2.1). Let w = (x,&) be some Darboux coordinates on it: {x,6} =
1, {x, x] = 0. It is easy to see that in this case the odd vector field obeying to (2.10)
is of the form

* = *(M)J£, (3.H)
where ^(x,0) is non-nilpotent even function. The projector operator (2.12) is evi-
dently identity operator. Hence a normal pair is of the form (id, ^(a;, 9)d$) and

^ . (3.15)

One can see that if x',6' are some other Darboux coordinates then they are related
with coordinates x,0 by canonical transformation

where f(x) and j3(x) are even and odd functions on E11 respectively. (To obtain
(3.16) one has to note that in EXA {x',x'} = 0 -» x'e - 0.) It is easy to see
from (3.16) that * = 9(x,$)d/d9 = (V{x,9)/fx)d/d0' and (3.15) does not change



under transformation (3.16), so in this case the statements of the Lemma and of the
Theorem hold.

Indeed, for this case one can say more about (3.15). Let (y,rj) be an arbitrary
coordinates on the Elx and a volume form dv on ElA is defined by the equation

Then one can check using (3.10) that Pcan(id, \P) in (3.15) is the divergence of the
vector field \P by the volume form (3.17). For a vector field (3.14) and a volume
form (3.17) div^v^ does not depend on the choice of coordinates (y, 77). Proof of the
Lemma. Let

zA = wBL% + wBw°Tgc + o{w2) (3.18)

be arbitrary canonical transformation from Darboux coordinates {z} to Darboux
coordinates {w} in a vicinity of the point 2 = 0. Let (U(z), \P(-z)) be an odd normal
pair which is defined also in a vicinity of the point z = 0. For proving the Lemma
we have to show that for transformation (3.18)

(We can consider (3.18) without loss of generality, since in Darboux coordinates
the translation is obviously the canonical transformation.) We include the Darboux
transformation (3.18) in the chain of Darboux transformations:

r i linear f»-i t -\ linear * ~-i , o o n - .

{«}—>{z)—> {w}—>{w} (3.20)

which obey to the following conditions:
a) The transformation {z} —> {z} is the linear canonical transformation such that

in the Darboux coordinates zA = (x1,... ,xn,0\ ... ,0") U\2=o projects TE™\Z=O

on the subspace which is generated by the vectors d/dxl,d/d6x:

n
d d

n
d

(3.21)
Ji1 dx1'

b) The transformation {w} —• {w} is the linear canonical transformation such that

wA = zA+o(z). (3.22)

From (3.2, 3.4) it follows that

r(ft, *)|™}
} = r(ft, * ) } $ + r(ft, *)]?}

} + r(ft, *)|f | . (3.23)

But F(n, ^ ) | ^ | and F(I1, ̂ f)\l\ are zero because the corresponding transformations

are linear. To prove that F(II, * ) | n \z=0 is also zero we note that from (3.21) and

9



(2.10) follows that * { i } | i = 0 = Vd/dp. (Compare with (3.14)). Hence from (3.3),
from the property (3.22) of the transformation w —* z and from (2.9) follows that

where wA = (a;'1,..., xln,6'\ ... ,0'n). Hence (3.19) is obeyed.
Lemma is proved.

Considering a pair (L(^),X(«)) we constructed in this section the divergence1-
like operator (3.12, 3.13) in an odd symplectic superspace in the case when L is a
projector on an (l.l)-dimensional symplectic subspace and X is an odd vector in it
which is symplectoorthogonal to itself. In the case of even symplectic structure this
construction can be carried out in a more general case and it is trivial because in this
case there exists a volume form corresponding to the symplectic structure. Indeed if
in a superspace £ 2 m n endowed with even symplectic structure there is given a pair
(L(z),X.(z)), where L(z) is a symplectoorthogonal projector on (2p.<7)-dimensional
symplectic subspaces in TzE

2m'n and X(z) is an arbitrary vector field then to the
class T of the Darboux coordinates on this superspace there corresponds X>(Z,X)
defined by (3.6) which is a straightforward generalization of (1.4).

4. Truncated divergence.

We consider in this section an odd vector field which is defined at the points
of (n — l.n — l)-dimensional nondegenerate supersurface embedded in the (n.n)-
dimensional odd symplectic superspace with a volume form. In case of this vector
field being symplectoorthogonal to this supersurface and to itself using the geo-
metrical object 2>can(n,\P) for an odd normal pair we define the linear operator
on it (truncated divergence) whose action on this field gives the function on this
supersurface.

Let M be an arbitrary nondegenerate (n — l.n — l)-dimensional supersurface
embedded in a superspace EnM which is endowed with odd symplectic structure
(2.1 ) and the volume form dv:

dv = p(z)dz1 ...dz2n. (4.1)

(The supersurface M is nondegenerate if the symplectic structure of £ n n induces
nondegenerate symplectic structure on M.) Let zA — zA((a) be a local parametriza-
tion of the supersurface M. The induced two-form ila/3d(ad(p on M according to
(2.2-2.4) is given by the following equation:

(4.2)
Hereafter we use notations daz

A - %£,daf = | 4 , . . . for derivatives along super-
surface.

10



The induced Poisson bracket structure on M {, }M according to (2.5, 2.6) is
defined by the matrix fta/3 which is inverse to the matrix fia/j. Using this induced
symplectic structure one can construct the symplectoorthogonal projector on TM,
P(Q: Tz^)E""n —> TZ(QM which can be expressed in terms of QAB and fta":

Pf (C) = (IAK(Z{0) • {**(C),*B(C)}M = ^AK{z{O)daz
K{-lf^^d0z

B . (4.3)

The operator
ft(0 = id - P(Q (4.4)

at every point z(() is a symplectoorthogonal projector on the (l.l)-dimensional
subspace Tl(z(Q) in TZ(<,)E which is symplectoorthogonal and transversal to TZ^M
because M is non-degenerate. (See 2.10-2.12.)

We consider an odd vector field *(C) defined at the points of M which is sym-
plectoorthogonal to M, to itself and which is non-degenerate:

#(C) € 11(2(0), ^ * = 0, n (« ,« ) = 0, (4.5)

tf^Pf = 0, VASlAKdaz
K(-lf"+5 = 0, daz

AP$ = daz
B . (4.6)

For example if the supersurface M is defined by equations f(z) = 0,(p(z) — 0,
then for arbitrary point ZQ on this supersurface, the vectors Dv(.?o) and Df(zo)
(see 2.6) are the basis vectors of the subspace H(z0) and the odd vector * =
(2D/ + ({/ , /} /{/ ,¥>})Dj | is subject to the conditions (4.5).

One can see that the vector field obeying to the conditions (4.5) is fixed uniquely
up to the multiplication by an even non-nilpotent function of £, >P(C) —» / ( 0 ^ ( 0 -
In other words (4.5) define linear subbundle SN(M) in TEn-n\M .

A field * obeying to these conditions and the projector ft form an odd normal
pair (ft, $ ) at the points z(() of the supersurface M.

Now on odd vector fields, sections of the bundle SN(M), we will define the
linear operator "truncated divergence". For this purpose we consider in a vicinity of
a given point z(() an odd normal pair (fl(z), &(z)) in En-n which is a prolongation
of the odd normal pair (fi(£), *(£)): * | M = 9,U\M = ft and define the truncated
divergence in the following way:

Divtrunc ( * ( 0 ) = (div*,9 - 2 W f t , * ) ) \M • (4.7)

In (4.7) 2?can(ft,*) is given by (3.12, 3.13) for the odd normal pair ( f t ,*) ,
is divergence (3.10) of the vector field corresponding to the volume form dv defined
by (4.1).

One can see that the r.h.s. of equation (4.7) indeed does not depend on the

prolongation (ft, 4?) of the odd normal pair (ft, 9), moreover (4.7) is zeroth order
linear differential operator:

nc (/(C)*(0) = f«) • Divine (9(0) , (4.8)

11



because *P is symplectoorthogonal to M.
Using the relation (4.4) between operators ft and P, the equation (4.3) for P, the

conditions (4.6) we arrive by straightforward calculations at the following expression
for (4.7):

Divtrunc

(4.9)

Here * ( ( ) = ^A{Qd/dwA is an odd vector field obeying to (4.5), {wA} are ar-
bitrary Darboux coordinates on En'n, IAB is the matrix of symplectic two-form
in Darboux coordinates (see 2.8), p(w) is the density of the volume form (4.1) in
these coordinates and wA(() is the parametrization of non-degenerate supersurface

In the case if there exist Darboux coordinates {wA} in which the volume form
(4.1) obeys to condition

dv = dw1... dw2n, (4.10)

i.e. its density p(w) = 1 then

DiVtriinc ( *(C)) ~ —^ {s/lABdp&aiy (Cj^ (^HCjj(—1J - (4-11)

The analogous construction in Riemannian geometry in the case if a vector field is
tangent to surface is reduced to the divergence along a surface and in the case if a
vector field is orthogonal to surface is reduced to a linear operator related with the
second quadratic form of this surface. (See the 6-th Section).

5. The odd invariant semidensity.

Now we are well prepared for writing the formula for odd invariant semidensity
using constructions (4.7-4.11) for truncated divergence. The constructions of this
section are founded on the following remark. Let M""'1"'1 be an arbitrary nonde-
generate (n — l.n — l)-dimensional supersurface embedded in the odd symplectic
superspace En'n and a field \P on this supersurface obeys to conditions (4.5). Then
the r.h.s. of (4.7,4.9) by its definition is invariant under coordinate transformations
of the superspace En'n and does not depend on the parametrization zA = zA((a) of
the supersurface Mn~1'n~1. So the equations (4.7,4.9) define a density of the weight
a = 0 on this supersurface. Moreover, if & is a density of an arbitrary weight <r
which is defined on non-degenerate (n — l.n — l)-dimensional non-degenerate super-
surfaces and takes values in the odd vector fields obeying to (4.5) then the truncated
divergence (4.9) of this density is the density of the same weight a which is defined
on (n — l.n — l)-dimensional nondegenerate supersurfaces and takes numerical values.

Let, as in Section 4, EnM be a superspace which is endowed with odd symplectic
structure (2.1) and volume form (4.1), and M""1""1 be an arbitrary nondegenerate
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supersurface in this odd symplectic superspace. Now we will construct the semi-
density on the M which takes values in the odd vectors M? obeying to conditions
(4.5). Let the vectors (ej, ...,en_i;f], ...,fn_i) constitute a basis of the tangent space
TZ(QM at arbitrary point 2(0 of the supersurface M""1""1 (et- are even vectors
and f; are odd ones). Let ¥(2(0) and H(?(£)) be respectively an odd and an even
vector fields which belong to II(z(C)) (see (4.5)) such that (11(2(0), ¥(2(0) form
an odd normal pair:

H , ¥ € l l , fi(¥,¥) = 0 and n (H,¥) = l . (5.1)

These conditions fix the vector fields H and \P up to the transformation

H - » | H + / ? ¥ , * - . A $ , (5.2)

where A is an arbitrary even function (taking values in non-nilpotent numbers) and
ft is an arbitrary odd function (compare with 3.16). Using transformation (5.2) one
can choose the vector field ¥ (but not the vector field H) in the unique way by
imposing the normalization condition via volume form (4.1):

rfv(e1,...,en_1,H;f,,...,fn_i,*) = l . (5.3)

We arrive at the function

* = »(*(C),e,,...,eB_1;f,,...,fB_i)1 (5.4)

which depends on points 2(0 of the supersurface A/""1""1 and the basis (ej, ...,en-i;
fi,...,fn_i) in the T^QM"'1"'1 and which takes values in odd vectors obeying to
condition (4.5). This function is defined uniquely by conditions (5.1,5.3). It is easy
to see that under the change of the basis the function (5.4) is multiplied by the
square root of the corresponding Berezinian. For example if ei —» Aej and fi —+ fif\
then * —> \p^&- Hence (5.4) defines semidensity. (It is interesting to note that these
considerations for obtaining the formula for invariant vector-valued semidensity are
similar to the considerations for obtaining the formula for the invariant density on
the Lagrangian surfaces in EnM suggested by A.S. Schwarz [13].).

If zA = zA((a) is any parametrization of a supersurface Af""1"""1, where {c,'Q}
= (£*> • • • j ^ " " 1 ! "') • • • i vn~l) are even and odd parameters of this supersurface then
considering as the basis vectors

dzA d dzA d dzA d dzA d
)? dzA'"' d£n-ldzA' dv*dzA''"'n~ dvn~xdzA"

we come from (5.4) to odd vectors valued semidensity ~9(z(Q, |4) of the rank A: = 1
on nondegenerate (n — l.n — l)-dimensional supersurfaces. The truncated divergence
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of this semidensity is the odd semidensity of the rank k = 2. Using the formula (4.9)
we arrive at this odd invariant semidensity.

MO/
(5.5)

where {wA} are arbitrary Darboux coordinates in the En'n, p(w) is the density of
the volume form in these coordinates and w(() is parametrization of supersurface
M"~1'"~1. In a case if there exist Darboux coordinates {wA} in which volume form
dv obeys to condition (4.10) {p(w) = 1) the formula (5.5) according to (4.11) is
reduced to

A ("(C)' Tc
(5.6)

The semidensity (5.5) is nothing but the semidensity (1.1) obtained in [6] because
of its uniqueness. (See Ref.[6]). To compare (5.5) with (1.1) we do the follow-
ing. Let M be (n — l.n — l)-dimensional arbitrary non-degenerate supersurface in
En'n and zo be any point in M. One can consider Darboux coordinates {wA} =
(x\...,xn,0l,...,0n) on En-n and parameters {(a} = (£\ . . . ,(n~1, v1,... ,vn~1)
such that this supersurface in the parametrization wA((a) is flat up to second order
derivatives in a vicinity of z0 : xn = o{(2),0n = o((2), xi = C+o{(2),0i = v{ +o((2)
if 1 < i < n — 1 and p(zo) = 1- The vector valued semidensity (5.4) at the point z0

in these coordinates and in this parametrization is equal to d/d$n, dadgwA\Z0 = 0,
hence semidensity (5.5) at the point zo is equal to

(5.7)

On the other hand to this supersurface M there correspond the functions / =
xn + o(z2) and y> — 0n + o(z2) in (1.1), hence the dual density A in (1.1) at the point
zo is equal to

and coincides with (5.7).

6. Discussions

In this section we consider analogues of the geometrical constructions (3.6), (4.7)
and (5.5) in Riemannian geometry. 1) Let En be n-dimensional Riemannian space
endowed with Riemannian metrics G. Then for a pair (L(x),h(x)), where L(x) and
h(x) are a linear operator and vector field respectively, defined on TxE

n, one can
consider divergence-like operator

V(L, h) = Tr(L • Vh) = Lk
{ V*fc' = S + np

h") L
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where V is covariant derivative corresponding to the metrics G and T'km are the
components of the corresponding connection in the coordinates {x'}. In a case if
E is locally Euclidean, i.e., there exists a class Tmc of local coordinates in which
Gik = &ik, then it is easy to see that V(L,h) in (6.1) is nothing but Veuc(L,h) in
(3.6) corresponding to the class Teuc and (3.3) defines the components of the trivial
connection in the coordinates {x*}.

Here like in a case of even symplectic structure (1.4) we do not need to put
special conditions like (2.10, 2.11). 2) The construction analogous to (4.7) can be

also carried out without special conditions on the dimension of embedded surface
and on the vector field.

Let M be an arbitrary surface embedded in the Riemannian space En and h be
an arbitrary vector field which is denned at the points of M.

It is useful to recall here the following standard formulae from Riemannian dif-
ferential geometry [9]: if Ui and 112 are arbitrary vector fields which are defined on
M and are tangent to M then

P(VUlu2) = (VM)u,u2, P is orthogonal projectorTEn\M-+TM,

ft(VUlu2) = ^(uj ,u2) , ft is orthogonal projector TEn\M -> TML ,

where VM is covariant derivative on M induced from En and .4(111,112) is bilinear
symmetric form on the TM which takes values in the vectors orthogonal to M.
To arbitrary vector field h which is defined at the points of M there correspond
number-valued symmetric bilinear form ajj and related to it linear operator A^ on
TM such that

ah(ui,ua) = G(u,, Ah(u2)) = G(h,A{\iuu2)) . (6.3)

In the case if M is hypersurface and n is the field of unit orthogonal vectors then an

is nothing but its second quadratic form. Trace of An defines the mean curvature
at the points of M and determinant of An defines Gaussian curvature.

Using (6.1) we consider the following expression as an analogue of the formula
(4.7) for truncated divergence:

Divtrmch = (divh - Tr{h • Vh)) \M = Tr[P • Vh)|M , (6.4)

where like in (4.7) h, ft, P are prolongations of h, ft, P respectively, in a vicinity of
M. From (6.4) and (6.2) it follows that

_ . . (a) divfrfh if h is tangent to M
[b) — TrAh if h is orthogonal to M .

In the components orthogonal projector P is given by the expression (compare it
with (4.3))
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where x(£) is the parametrization of the surface M, gag = dax
mGmndf3XJl is the

metrics induced on the surface M and gal3 = (g)~p is inverse metrics tensor.
So if h is orthogonal to M then (6.5b) in components has the form

Divtrunciy^) — ~h'(^)Gijdadpx3(^)g° (x(£)) (6-7)

in the case if En is Euclidean and \x'} are cartesian coordinates on it (Gij = <5tJ).
In the case if En is not Euclidean the eq. (6.7) also defines (6.5b) at any given point
£o if coordinates {.x1} are Euclidean at this point, i.e. Y\m = 0.

We see that in case (6.5a) the truncated divergence is reduced to the induced
divergence operator on M and in case (6.5b) it is reduced to zeroth order linear
differential operator which corresponds to (4.9, 4.11). 3) Now we compare the odd

semidensity constructed in Section 5 with the mean curvature of the hypersurfaces.
In analogy with considerations (5.1-5.4) of Section 5 one can consider on hyper-

surfaces in En invariant density N(a:(£), dx/d£) of the rank fc = 1 which takes values
in the vectors orthogonal to hypersurfaces. By these conditions it is fixed uniquely
(up to multiplication by a constant):

where Jdet(gaf)) = \fdet(dax'Gikd0Xk) is the density of the volume form dvM in-
duced on the hypersurface z(£) and n(a;(£), | | ) is the unit vector orthogonal to the
vectors dx/d£ which are tangent to hypersurface z(£) at the point £.

Applying (6.4) to vector-valued density (6.8) and using (6.5b) we come in analogy
with (5.5) to the density of the second rank corresponding to the mean curvature:

d2x ^ = _ T r y 4 n . Jdet(gal3). (6.9)

In the case if En is Euclidean and the coordinates {x'} are cartesian then according
to (6.7)

Fir fPr \/ Fir fPr \ i
H [x(O, ~^ j~) = -n^dcd^iOg-^detigoe), (Gy = «y). (6.10)

(Compare it with (5.6).)
Here we want to note that in spite of the fact that odd semidensity (5.5) cannot be

integrated over surfaces (A2 = 0, so it leads to trivial volume form) one can consider
the equation A\M = 0 which extracts the class of (n — l.n — 1) supersurfaces in an
odd symplectic superspace endowed with a volume form. For example, from (5.5—
5.7) it follows that to this class there belong supersurfaces • which can be defined
by equations xn = 9n = 0, where (x1,..., xn, 91 ..., 9n) are Darboux coordinates in
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which the density of the volume form obeys to condition (4.10) (if such Darboux
coordinates exist).

The analogous condition for mean curvature (6.10) H\M = 0 is the solution of
the variational problem for minimal hypersurface.
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